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Abstract. Today’s general purpose computers lack in meeting the re-
quirements on computing performance for standard applications in bioin-
formatics like DNA sequence alignment, error correction for assembly,
or TFBS finding. The size of DNA sequence databases doubles twice
a year. On the other hand the advance in computing performance per
unit cost only doubles every 2 years. Hence, ingenious approaches have
been developed for putting this discrepancy in perspective by use of
special purpose computing architectures like ASICs, GPUs, multicore
CPUs or CPU Clusters. These approaches suffer either from being too
application specific (ASIC and GPU) or too general (CPU-Cluster and
multicore CPUs). An alternative is the FPGA, which outperforms the
solutions mentioned above in case of bioinformatic applications with re-
spect to cost and power efficiency, flexibility and communication band-
widths. For making maximal use of the advantages, a new massively
parallel architecture consisting of low-cost FPGAs is presented.

1 Introduction

Bioinformatics algorithms are most demanding in scientific computing. Most
of the times they are not NP-hard or even of high asymptotic complexity but
the sheer masses of input data make their computation laborious. Furthermore,
the life science thus bioinformatics research field is growing fast and so is the
input data that wait to be processed. Besides the massive amount of data to
be processed, the field of bioinformatics algorithms have another characteristic
in common: simplicity. Algorithms for the big areas of bioinformatics like se-
quence alignment, motif finding, and genome assembly that are used all around
the world are impressively simple in their computation. We refer to Smith, Wa-
terman [9], Needleman, Wunsch [10], or BLAST [11] as examples for simple
yet effective and popular sequence alignment algorithms; expectation maximiza-
tion (EM/MEME) [12], projection algorithm [13] for motif finding; EulerSR [8]
and Edena [7] for genome assembly. All these programs use only very simple
but repetitive operations on the input data: very simple arithmetic operations,
string matching and comparison.
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Standard CPUs are designed for providing a good instruction mix for almost
all commonly used algorithms [2]. Therefore, for a class of target algorithms they
can not be as effective as possible in terms of the design freedom. The same with
the described purpose: here the arithmetic requirement is too simple to demand
a full CPU and the string matching does not fit well at all to the hardware
structure of a CPU. Hence many clock cycles will be consumed even for simple
comparisons of nucleotides. Also, most of the algorithms above have a trivial
approach to parallelization inherent another characteristic that does not fit too
well with standard CPUs. The result of this are high runtimes or necessity for
PC clusters, massive consumption of computer memory, and not to forget a vast
amount of energy used - thus bare money to be spent.

This motivates the use of special purpose hardware. Several approaches exist
to introduce special hardware to bioinformatics: Special ASIC [16], GPUs [17]
and FPGAs [19] [20] [21] for example. FPGAs are to be named in particular be-
cause they can be adjusted exactly to the demands of an application like an ASIC
and yet being able to readjust if the application changes slightly or even com-
pletely which is a powerful ability in a fast changing field like bioinformatics with
a lot of different applications as mentioned above [1]. In this article we present
a massively parallel special purpose hardware based on low cost FPGAs called
COPACOBANA 5000. Its architecture and name is based on a similar machine
presented earlier. It is the Cost-Optimized PArallel COde Braker ANd Analyzer
(COPACOBANA) 1000 [4] The original purpose of this machine was cryptanal-
ysis: fast code breaking of the DES standard and some further attacks [3]. It also
proved to be applicable for bioinformatics though, allowing speedups of a factor
10,000 at a fraction of the energy costs in motif finding application compared to
a single PC [14] [15].

The new architecture presented here makes use of the high applicability of
FPGA chips in bioinformatics. The design goal is gaining a maximal speedup by
maximizing the number of chips working together at low hardware costs and low
energy consumption. The connection of the chips is realized by a sophisticated
bus system allowing as much throughput as possible in order to be able to deal
with the huge amounts of input data.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 a first approach to massive
parallelization with FPGAs is shown. Section 3 describes the new architecture
allowing higher data throughput and bigger FPGA chips to challenge the big
problems of bioinformatics in short time. In Section 4 the applicability and the
estimated speedups gained and energy saved by this architecture are shown.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Copacobana 1000

COPACOBANA 1000 (Fig. 1) is a massively parallel reconfigurable architecture
consisting of 120 low-cost FPGAs. Its hardware architecture has been devel-
oped according to the following design criteria: First, it was assumed that com-
putationally costly operations are trivial parallelizable in terms of interprocess
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Fig. 1. The Copacobana 1000 machine
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Fig. 2. The Copacobana 1000 architecture

communication requirements. Second, the demand for data transfer between host
and nodes is low due to the fact that computations heavily dominate commu-
nication requirements. A communication of low bandwidth between the parallel
machine and a host computer is transferring instructions and results. Hence, a
single conventional computer as front end is sufficient to transfer the required
data packets to and from the acceleration hardware. The COPACOBANA is
connected by a local area network (LAN) interface. Third, all target algorithms
and their corresponding hardware nodes demand for very little local memory,
which can be provided by the on-chip RAM modules of an FPGA.

Since the cryptanalytical applications demand for plenty of computing power,
a total of 120 FPGA devices on the COPACOBANA cluster have been in-
stalled. By stripping down the hardware functionality of COPACOBANA to
the bare minimum, an optimal cost-performance ratio for code breaking has
been achieved. For the optimal cost-performance ratio, the system was designed
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on basis of small FPGA chips which come with a high ratio of logic ressources
per cost. Further optimization on system level lead to a partitioning into 20
subunits that can be dynamically plugged into a backplane. Fig. 2 illustrates
this architecture. Each of these modules in DIMM form factor hosts six low-cost
Xilinx Spartan-3 XC3S1000 FPGAs that are directly connected to a common
64-bit data bus on-board. The data bus of the module is interfaced to the global
data bus on a backplane. While disconnected from the global bus, the FPGAs
on the same module can communicate via the local 64-bit data bus. Addition-
ally, control signals are run over a separate 16-bit address bus. For simplicity, a
single master bus was selected to avoid interrupt handling. Hence, if the com-
munication scheduling of an application is unknown in advance, the bus master
will need to poll the FPGAs. The front end of COPACOBANA is a host PC
that is used to initialize and control the FPGAs, as well as for accumulation of
results. Programming can be done in different levels for all or one specific subset
of FPGAs. Data transfer between FPGAs and a host PC is accomplished by a
dedicated control interface. This controller has also been designed as a slot-in
module so that COPACOBANA can be connected to a computer either via a
USB or Ethernet controller card. A software library on the host PC provides low-
level functions that allow for device programming, addressing individual FPGAs,
and storing and reading FPGA-specific application data. With this approach,
more than one COPACOBANA device can easily be attached to a single host
PC.

3 Copacobana 5000

The new architecture COPACOBANA 5000 consists of an 18 slot backplane
equipped with 16 FPGA-cards and 2 controller cards. The latter connect the
massively parallel FPGA-computer to an in-system off-the-shelf PC. Each of the
FPGA-cards carry 8 high performance FPGAs interconnected in a one dimen-
sional array. Additional units are supporting the mentioned functional units as
for example a 1.5kW 1 main power supply unit, 6 high-performance fans and a
19-inch rack of 3 hight units (3HE) for the housing.

3.1 Bus Concept

The interconnection between the individual FPGA-cards and between the FPGA-
cards and the controller is organized as a systolic chain:

There are fast point-to-point connections between every two neighbors in this
chain. The first controller communicates with the first FPGA on the first card
and the last FPGA on the last card is connected to the second controller. To
speed up global broadcasts there are possible shortcuts in the chain between
adjacent FPGA-cards. The point-to-point interconnections consist of 8 pairs of
wires in each direction. Each pair is driven by low voltage differential signalling

1 On output site: 125A + 12V.
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Fig. 3. The Copacobana 5000 System

(LVDS) with a speed of 250MHz, thus achieving a data-rate of 2Gbit/s. Figure 3
shows the overall architecture of COPACOBANA 5000.

3.2 Controller

The root entity of control is running on a remote host computer. This machine
is integrated into a local area network (LAN) which allows to connect to the
COPACOBANA 5000. Two scenarios are considered here. The first is that the
database is physically located inside the COPACOBANA machine e.g. on an
SATA hard drive attached to the embedded PC. In this case the remote computer
functions as user terminal only. The second scenario is that the embedded PC
is used for an easy access to standard interfaces only. Here 2 Gigabit Ethernet
LAN ports which is standard for recent main boards are of interest for the
second scenario. The database has to be transfered over the LAN. In any case
the remote host computer is initiator of every activity. The next instance is the
embedded PC. Here the control information is translated for COPACOBANA
and dropped into the system. In most cases it is not required for the higher
level control instance to check if a command is executed successfully or not in
the lower level of control hierarchy. However, it is possible if demanded by the
implemented algorithm for example.

One board is plugged into a PCIe interface connector of the embedded PC.
On this card an FPGA transceives the data and control by a proprietary wire
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connection to the second half of the controller. Here another FPGA decodes the
incoming data and instructions and drops them into the bus system of COPA-
COBANA 5000.

3.3 FPGA-Card

The FPGA-card is depicted in Fig. 4. It consists of 8 FPGAs of the type Xil-
inx Spartan-3 5000 for running the application and an additional FPGA which
comes with a fixed configuration. The latter is routing the systolic datastreams.
This simple protocol provides address information in header fields of the data
stream. All FPGAs are globally clocked synchronously. Each clock cycle the data
are transferred from one FPGA to the adjacent one building a huge communi-
cation pipeline. Inside the system this systolic data flow allows a throughput of
2Mbit/s for each direction. The protocol acquires an overhead of 20%. Between
the controller-cards and the embedded PC the maximum data-rate is limitid to
250MByte/s due to the PCIe connection. The dissadvantage of the high throuput
is a considerable amout of latency depending on the path the data are travelling.

3.4 Backplane

The backplane is holding the plugged cards mechanically, generating and dis-
tributing the clock signals, distribution the power, and finally connecting the
cards for communication. The FPGA-card can transfer the incoming data to
the next slot or it can take the data out of the stream. In this case an empty
data field will go systolically through the bus pipeline from slot to slot. Another
card can insert new data into this empty slot. The two counterrotating systolic
dataflows allow to minimize the worst case latency to half of the total number
of slot times the clock cycle time. But instead of a single master shared bus, the
new machine connects one ascending slot and one descending slot to each single
card. This leads to a ring of point to point connections. As the system is globally
clocked the incoming data are registered. As result the bus system is working
similar to a parallel shift register.
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3.5 Memory

The big problem of using FPGAs in bioinformatics is the memory consumption.
As mentioned in the introduction, the volume of input data is huge. FPGAs on
the contrary are rather small in memory capacity. Our approach to solve this
disparity is to use the connecting bus as a kind of memory replacement for the
input data. Most of the mentioned algorithms have in common that they use only
a small portion of memory (kilobytes) to store intermediate and end results. On
the other hand they have to access huge amounts of data (gigabytes) to generate
these results. The latter data needed for the application will be provided on the
bus so every chip has access to the input data without storing it on chip site.
However, some algorithms demand quite a lot of memory for the intermediate
results as well some sequence alignment or assembly algorithms for example. To
be able to handle those algorithms too (for a decent set of input parameters)
we provide external local memory located next to each FPGA chip to guarantee
applicability for most purposes.

In order to avoid a bottleneck, the raw input data have to pass the system with
high throughput. Fortunately the target algorithms are latency insensitive due
to the high locality of the parallelized bioinformatics algorithms. For ensuring a
very high throughput in the design of the bus system, the I/O capabilities of the
FPGA has to be analyzed carefully. The highest throughput can be achieved by
connecting communicating chips by point-to-point lines of a short length [5] [6].

In addition, each FPGA is equipped with some external local memory. There
is a 32MByte chip connected to each individual Spartan-3 5000 chip.

3.6 Software

Communication with COPACOBANA 5000 follows the principle of Memory-
mapped-I/O (MMIO). By this a host software writes and reads data to and
from addressed FPGAs, and inside to addressed IO-registeres. The latter are
application specifically used for data or control words. The control words are
commonly incooperated into finite state machines. A communication framework
builds a bridge between the two user programmed entities, the host software
and the user FPGA core. Both are connected by a framework interface. At host
site an Application Programming Interface (API) provides easy access to the
machine by a set of communication library calls for the MMIO commands. The
API supports Java and C++. On the other side of the framework interface an
Relationally Placed Macro (RPM) has to be embedded into the user FPGA
configuration. One side of this macro connects to the physical bus system via
IO-blocks and inside the FPGA the macro connects to the user implementation
as API for FPGA design, for example in VHDL. The common communication
principle of Memory-mapped-I/O is easy to understand by the user. Together
with the given communication framework a user does not need to know the
COPACOBANA 5000 in detail. However, the knowledge about the architecture
is helpful for implementing parallel algorithms efficiently.
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Table 1. COPACOBANA Performance in Exhaustive Key Search on DES

Intel Pentium-4
3.0GHz

Copacobana 1000 Copacobana 5000
(est.)

encryption speed 2 · 106 1
s

6.5 · 1010 1
s

3.0 · 1011 1
s

average search time 571years 6d10h 1d10h

energy consumption 750MWh 93kWh 62kWh

Table 2. COPACOBANA Performance in Motif-Finding

Intel Xeon 5150
2.6GHz dual core

Copacobana 1000 Copacobana 5000
(est.)

Cowpox 144h 1h40m 21m

Virus (230kbp) 21.6kWh 1.0kWh 0.63kWh

Rickettsia 2, 575h 4h10m 52m

canadensis (1.2Mbp) 386.2kWh 2.5kWh 1.6kWh

Bacillus 11, 236h 16h45m 3h30m

subtilis (5.1Mbp) 1685.4kWh 10.1kWh 6.3kWh

kbp : kilo base pairs, Mbp : Mega base pairs.

4 Performance Estimation

In this section the performance is compared between a PC, a COPACOBANA
1000 and the estimated performance of the COPACOBANA 5000.

The COPACOBANA 1000 originally was intended for running cryptanalytical
applications. In Table 1 the performance of an exhaustive key search on DES is
compared between an Intel Pentium-4 3.0GHz and the implementation on the
COPACOBANA 1000. The estimated values for the COPACOBANA 5000 are
simply based on the number of FPGAs and the size of the chip. Each Spartan-3
5000 comes with 4.5 times of the logic ressources compared to the Spartan-3 1000.
Furthermore the new machine hosts 128 user FPGAs and the old one 120. Hence,
the new machine has approximately 4.8 times more computing performance. This
assumption is legitimately due to fact that both chips are based on the same
technology and are different in the size only.

Despite that fact, a proof of concept for the applicability in bioinformatics
has been developed. In Table 2 the results of this research are shown. The tar-
get application is motif finding on DNA sequences. The implementation on the
COPACOBANA 1000 has been tested and the performance compared to a stan-
dard computer has been measured. The estimation of the performance of the
COPACOBANA 5000 is based on the number and size of FPGAs as explained
above. Probably the performance will exceed these values due to the optimized
bus.
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One of the most interesting aspects is the one of power consumption. COPA-
COBANA 1000 and COPACOBANA 5000 are extremely power efficient for the
considered applications. Observe that already a single run of one exhaustive key
search on the Data Encryption Standard (DES) by use of PCs 2 saves costs of
power consumption in the scale of the purchase costs of a COPACOBANA 5000.

5 Conclusion

Bioinformatics applications are computationally extremely demanding. It is fair
to believe that analyzing biological research data as for example DNA sequence
data with conventional PCs and super computers is far too expensive. The only
promising way to tackle existing computing machines is to build special purpose
hardware, dedicated solely to suitable algorithms such as those presented in this
paper.

Conventional parallel architectures turn out to be far too complex and, thus,
are not cost efficient in solving bioinformatics problems. Most of these problems
can be parallelized easily and we show the architecture of the recent design the
COPACOBANA 5000 which results from the algorithmic requirements of the
targeted cryptanalytic problems.

Recapitulating, the COPACOBANA machines are the first and currently the
only available cost efficient massively parallel FPGA-computers . The COPA-
COBANA 1000 was intended to, but is not necessarily restricted to solving prob-
lems related to cryptanalysis. A proof of concept confirmend the applicability
for high-performance bioinformatics computing.

The work at hand presents the design and architecture of a cost efficient ad-
vancement of the old design fulfilling the request for bioinformatics computing.
The COPACOBANA 5000 will host 128 low-cost FPGAs. We showed, by ex-
trapolating a successfully implemented proof of concept on the COPACOBANA
1000 that the new hardware architecture will reach increased performance by a
factor of five compared to the old machine and better than a standard computer
in orders of magnitude.

Future work includes completion and optimization of all performance relevant
design issues. The implementations have to be optimized to guarantee best pos-
sible throughput. The first prototype of COPACOBANA 5000 is to be presented
in May 2009.
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